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Dear Current and Prospective Partners,

 

Happy 2020! We hope your year has been off to a promising start. 

 

We are very pleased to present the Australasian Students’ Surgical Association (ASSA)

and propose a collaboration between our two organisations. The following prospectus

outlines the values, team and activities of our association, hopefully demonstrating the

mutual benefits in our future partnership through your generous sponsorship. 

 

The Australasian Students’ Surgical Association (ASSA) is a public, not-for-profit

association limited by guarantee, committed to representing all 25 student surgical

societies across Australasia as well as its constituent students. ASSA strives to enrich the

professional development and surgical acumen of medical students across the region

through the provision of exceptional opportunities both nationally and internationally. 

 

A number of issues such as our rapidly ageing population are placing increasing pressure

on Australasia’s existing surgical workforce. To meet demand surgical services will need

to increase by 56% in the next 15 years despite already working at maximum capacity.

Furthermore, access to surgical services in rural and remote communities remains poor

and an ongoing problem for workforce planning lies in the training and retention of

rurally practicing surgeons. These matters are only compounded by the declining

number of students contemplating surgical careers, be it due to perceived poor work-life

balance or social inequity.

 

Student surgical societies in medical schools around Australia and New Zealand have

been established in response to these and other challenges faced by the workforce. In

addition to the provision of education and informative resources relating essential

surgical knowledge and skills, these societies provide students and professionals with

networking and leadership opportunities to inspire future improvements to the surgical

workforce for generations to come.

 

ASSA is the network connecting these surgical societies together, which in total serve

20,000 students around Australasia – with multiple individual societies catering to over

1,000 members. ASSA provides a platform for larger societies to share their experience

and success with newly developing surgical societies to ensure that access to surgical

teaching and events is available for all students across Australia and New Zealand.

Welcome Address
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Banner and booth at event/s

Verbal acknowledgement at opening/closing of event/s

Logo featured on advertising material and event media 

Acknowledgement on social media, newsletter, website or any ASSA merchandise 

Opportunity to speak, distribute material and/or network with attendees at event/s

Co-branding thank you gifts or prizes to professional members

ASSA not only promotes information sharing and innovation, but also provides them

with strong leadership and representation. By creating a community of aspiring surgeons,

not only are students able to better access opportunities in surgery, but are more

equipped to advocate for important subjects that ultimately affect patient outcomes,

from gender equity and burnout to collaborative research and global surgery.

 

ASSA’s flagship event, the Australasian Students’ Surgical Conference (ASSC) is also

running for its seventh consecutive year. Coming off a successful 2019 iteration as the

International Surgical Students’ Conference (ISSC) in collaboration with the

International Association of Student Surgical Associations (IASSS), ASSA aspires to

deliver another inspiring ASSC. ASSC provides surgically inclined students with an ideal

opportunity to meet like-minded students to share in their passion for surgical

excellence, research and advocacy. Promoting an interest in surgery is critical in

developing future surgeons as well as surgical acumen in all medical students regardless

of their career pathways. 

 

Through its role in supporting surgical societies across Australia and New Zealand and all

medical students therein, ASSA is committed to uniting and inspiring the next generation

of surgical leaders to face current and future challenges in surgical care. We are looking

to collaborate with organisations who share our vision and passion for fostering

professional development, education and equity within the surgical field so that patients

can benefit. 

 

As will be outlined in this prospectus, sponsorship options vary between events and

opportunities, and encompass (but are not limited to): 

 

Please contact us should you have any further questions or ideas for sponsorship. ASSA

would like to sincerely thank you again for considering this prospectus and we look

forward to the opportunity to collaborate towards a better future for our surgical

colleagues and patients. 

 

Kind Regards,

Jim Wang              Wasim Awal                                     Kyle Raubenheimer

President               Vice-President (External)         Vice-President (Internal)



POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella

alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

Through grass-roots action the

Australasian Students’ Surgical

Association will unite and

inspire the next generation of

surgical leaders who will

improve surgical care and

access in our community and

beyond.

Until 2015, ASSA existed as a sub-committee of the Australian Medical

Student Association (AMSA) and was known as the Surgical Interest

Network (SurgIN). During the last few years of SurgIN there was a rapid

growth in the surgical societies across Australia and New Zealand at

both universities and clinical schools, and the need for a strong

representative body became critical for their progress.

 

In March of 2015, with the support of the (then) 27 surgical societies,

the elected Chair of SurgIN put forward the motion to remove SurgIN

as a subcommittee of AMSA, in order to enable the formation of a new

surgical network covering Australia and New Zealand. This motion was

approved unanimously by the AMSA representative council and the

decision has since been ratified by the AMSA Board and a Memorandum

of Understanding drafted to promote ongoing collegiality between the

groups.

 

The 2019/2020 ASSA Executive has a strong focus on maintaining - and

building upon - the mission, vision and objectives of the organisation.

This executive now comprises of a strong corporate structure that has

established itself as a public company limited by guarantee with ASIC.

With the success of the Australasian Students’ Surgical Conference

(ASSC), ASSA Leadership Day, Golden Scalpel Games - ASSA Edition,

among other initiatives, ASSA aims to further make surgical

opportunities accessible for medical students across the continent.
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Vision

Through leadership, advocacy and

engagement, ASSA ultimately

aspires to foster a sense of

community in the student surgical

space, connecting surgical

societies across Australia and New

Zealand and empowering them to

best support their student

catchment.

Mission

ABOUT ASSA



Objectives

1.

 

2.

3.

 

4.

 

5.

 

6.

 

7.

 

 

8.

 

9.

10.

Foster interest in the surgical profession and its required foundation in anatomy and

basic surgical skills.

Act as an information resource for members who are interested in surgery.

Provide awareness of entry requirements, including the expected competencies, which

are required in order to be selected for the Surgical Education and Training program.

Link members with the surgical profession, through hospital exposure and networking

opportunities with surgeons.

Provide information and networking opportunities for related career paths, including

obstetrics and gynaecology, anaesthetics, global surgery and academic surgery.

Facilitate access into the surgical profession for under-represented groups, such as

female and indigenous students.

Promote participation in research in the context of a core requirement of entry into

surgical training as well as more macroscopic issues such as access to safe surgery and

anaesthesia in low & middle income countries. 

Foster student participation in research and provide opportunities for members to

further develop these skills.

Develop extra-surgical skills in members, such as in professionalism and leadership.

Function as a health advocate in the local and global community, by fostering strong

public support and health literacy, as well as supporting surgically orientated charities.
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MEET THE TEAM
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Twitter is possibly the preeminent social media for

surgery and generally, medicine. With the advent of

#SoMe4Surgery, #ILookLikeASurgeon and other

similar campaigns, the power of the Internet in

sharing academic discussion and advocacy has never

been more apparent. While Facebook and Instagram

cater more for medical students, Twitter is moreso a

community for surgeons and other health

professionals. Our outreach here therefore

encompasses not just students but staff, of course,

neither of which are limited by geography.

Of all the ASSA social media accounts, Facebook has

the largest following. Facebook caters mainly to

medical students, as well as professionals. Through

the Facebook page, ASSA promotes surgical

opportunities for students, shares interesting posts

to inspire students, hosts networking and upskilling

events, and shares committee updates.

MARKETING

Twitter | anzsurgsocs 494 followers

As of 17 January 2020, ASSA has:

Facebook | anzsurgsoc

Instagram is the youngest member of ASSA's social

media family. Created in late October 2019, the

Instagram page has grown rapidly. The Instagram

account is mainly targeted to medical students, and

displays a gallery of photos and graphics to inspire

and educate students.

Instagram | anzsurgsocs 155 followers

2,804 followers
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ASSA recently underwent a full renovation of our website, www.anzsurgsocs.org. Future plans

include creating a membership portal, a calendar with all surgical events in Australia & New Zealand

and an interactive map with information on the 25 student surgical societies across the continent.

ASSA is also opening membership for 2020 in time for the new medical school semester. Membership

is currently free of charge and includes updates to surgical events, competitions and news both from

ASSA and otherwise, fostering a sense of community that is so important to us. 

 

Membership will be disseminated through our social media channels (as above) as well as that of the

student surgical societies across Australasia. A survey has been prepared to gauge the demographics,

surgical interests and needs of students.

Website | anzsurgsocs.org

Membership
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An annual ASSA newsletter will be delivered to ASSA members with news, features, interviews and

surgical resources relevant to students and health professionals. The newsletters will provide a further

opportunity for external sponsorship with benefits in the form of advertisement space directed

towards the target audience of current and future medical professionals.

Newsletter



Student 
attendance:

(including ASSA committee

& surgical societies'

executives)

80

Professional
attendance:

(not including other RACS

staff passing through the

venue)

15
Venue:

 
RACS NSW
Head Office

The annual ASSA Leadership Day is one of ASSA’s key events and has run since the

organisation’s founding. Involving keynotes, panels and breakout sessions, this is a unique

opportunity for the Presidents & executives of all 25 surgical societies in Australasia to

convene, learn from established leaders in surgery and share ideas. In 2019, we were

fortunate enough to be joined by esteemed speakers such as Dr Ken Loi, Professor David

Watson, Dr Christine Lai and Dr Richard Hanney.

 

In 2020, the ASSA Leadership Day will be held in Sydney, Australia on Saturday February

15th. In addition to Leadership Day, ASSA is also planning to run a collaborative research

course, GRANULE, on the following day at the same venue. The goal is to train key student

researchers across Australia and New Zealand so that they can lead audits at the local level

while participating in national and international projects such as those from STARSurg or

EuroSurg.
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LEADERSHIP DAY

15 minutes sponsor address



8-10 May, 2020. Melbourne, Australia.
 

The Australasian Students’ Surgical Conference (ASSC) is ASSA’s flagship event and is

perennially considered the largest student-run surgical event in Australasia. With delegates,

demonstrators and speakers from all corners of Australia and New Zealand, it is the ideal

opportunity for students to meet like-minded individuals and share their passion for surgical

excellence, research and advocacy.

 

Through keynote speakers, unique academic breakout sessions, cutting-edge workshops,

competitions and social events, delegates receive a level of surgical exposure not always

possible with medical school curricula. Additionally, the annual ASSA Golden Scalpel Games,

the only national student surgical skills competition, will also be held at the ASSC 2020. This -

and more - are valuable opportunities for partners to share their vision, values and

contributions to surgical care and patient outcomes with current and prospective surgeons.

 

In 2019, the ASSC was rebranded the International Surgical Students’ Conference (ISSC) in

collaboration with the International Association of Student Surgical Societies (IASSS). This

conference was tremendously successful, with international speakers from Johns Hopkins,

Harvard, Spain among more addressing a delegation of over 400 people, including students

from Fiji and Rwanda to Singapore and South Africa.

 

Sponsorship and the various packages available for this event are organised by our auxiliary

ASSC Organising Committee. We invite prospective sponsors to contact the 2020 ASSC

Sponsorship officers, Nirmal & Radhika, at ASSCsponsorshipofficer@gmail.com or the ASSC

2020 convenor, Jack, at ASSCconvenor@gmail.com directly if interested in supporting this

notable event.
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AUSTRALASIAN STUDENTS'
SURGICAL CONFERENCE



We would like to warmly thank our 2019 partners for a successful
year. Together, we helped develop and inspire the next generation of
surgeons across Australasia, contributing to the improvement of the
standard of care and equity of its provision in the process.

2019 SPONSORS
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Price

ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT

Advertisement
on social media

EVENT SPONSORSHIP

Distribution of
materials at
sponsored
events

Networking
allocations

Display corporate
identity,
branding or logo
at ASSA events

Newsletter
- inclusion of
branding
- sponsored
article
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Introductory 5
min presentation
at events +
formal thanks
from ASSA
president

GOLD SILVER BRONZE

$2,500 $1,000 $500

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
Logo display on
all ASSA
merchandise

Distribution of
sponsor materials
at events

Display sponsor
on website

5 posts 3 posts 2 posts

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

 2 articles✔

✔

 1 article✔

✘

✘

all✔ all✔  1 event only✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✘
(can be added on)

✘
(can be added on)

✔ ✘ ✘

✔

all✔ all✔  1 event only✔

✘ ✘



For more information, please contact:
 

Jim Wang
ASSA President

president@anzsurgsocs.org
 

Wasim Awal
ASSA Vice-President (External)
vp.external@anzsurgsocs.org

 
Danny Deng

ASSA Sponsorship Officer
sponsorship@anzsurgsocs.org

 
Jack Gerrard

ASSC Convenor
asscconvenor@gmail.com

 




